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www.OHSLA.net/Officials/ 

 
The Oregon Lacrosse Officials Association is the training and certifying body for youth & boys 
(NFHS) lacrosse in the state of Oregon. In addition to our work with the OHSLA, the OLOA 
arranges for certified officials to work with organizations conducting lacrosse games and 
tournaments. OLOA members provide officiating services as independent contractors to leagues, 
clubs and other entities. Payment to officials is the responsibility of organization contracting for 
officiating services.  
 
The table below outlines the standard fees for high school and youth games of varied lengths.  

 
Game Length Fee per Official 

40 min running time $45 
42 min running time $46 
44 min running time $47 
46 min running time $48 
48 min running time $49 
50 min running time $50 
52 min running time $51 
54 min running time $52 
56 min running time $53 
58 min running time $54 
60 min running time $55 

32 min stop time $46 
34 min stop time $48 
36 min stop time $50 
38 min stop time $52 
40 min stop time $54 
42 min stop time $56 
44 min stop time $58 
46 min stop time $60 
48 min stop time $62 
50 min stop time $64 

 
 

Pay for assigning games will be as follows.  1 to 20 games will be assigned for free.  20 to 100 
games assigner will receive $2.00 per game. 100 to 200 games assigner will receive $3.00 per 
game and 200 games and above will be negotiated by assigner. 
 
For events in areas without sufficient local officials to staff, please plan for travel expenses, 
including lodging for multi-day events.  
 
Fees for men’s collegiate and post-collegiate club games are NOT listed above.  Please contact 
Don Huber or Tom Hoffert for rates. 

Effective 01/01/18 


